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Simulation of water flow and chemical transport in the vadose zone requires soil-water 22 retention (SWR) models. These are mathematical descriptions of the relationship between 23 matric suction and water content. The two most frequently used SWR models have been those 24 proposed by Brooks and Corey [1964] (BC) and van Genuchten [1980] (VG). Their 25 popularity is due to their ability to fit water retention experimental data in the wet region, 26 where it is often expected that most flow occurs, and owing to the fact that they can also be 27 readily combined with conductivity models [e.g., Burdine, 1953; Mualem, 1976] in order to 28 yield analytic expressions for relative permeability. 29 Application of BC and VG functions is generally unsuitable for the very dry range 30 (matric pressure < -1.5 MPa) [Nimmo, 1991; Ross et al., 1991] . In fact, one of the 31 disadvantages of the traditional water retention models is that they do not allow water content 32 to be below the "residual water content parameter", an assumption that is physically suctions, the theory of the thermodynamic equilibrium states that as absolute dryness is 71 approached, the matric suction must tend to infinity [e.g. Baggio et al., 1997] . 72 In an effort to provide a full-range SWR function that overcomes these difficulties, 73 Tuller et al., [1999] and Or and Tuller, [1999] proposed a pore space representation (angular 74 pore space model) that accommodates both capillarity and adsorptive processes on internal 75 surfaces. This alternative approach enables consideration of individual contributions of 76 capillary and adsorptive components to soil water matric pressure through the whole range of 77 saturation, and even satisfies the condition of zero water content at infinite suction. However, 78 its implementation in a numerical transport model is cumbersome and many parameters need 79 to be fitted for a particular soil. [Batterman et al., 1995] . The description of these phenomena may potentially be important 102 near the upper surface of the soil, in the vicinity of air injection wells, and in arid 103 environments [Yoon et al., 2003] continuity of θ w and its first derivative at P 1 between (5) and (6), and at P 2 between (6) and Of course, the junction matric pressures P 1 and P 2 may be taken as fitting parameters. for each soil obtained by the strategy described above are given in Table 2 . Additionally, we 257 have included in Table 3 polynomial. Then it is not surprising that for some soils, as the L -Soil (Figure 1f) water saturation while the present approach fits the experimental data well.
289
Note that for all soils in Figure 1 The governing partial differential equation for water transport (Eq. 9) was discretized 362 spatially and temporally in algebraic form using the finite volume method with a fully implicit 363 scheme (backward Euler) for time integration [Patankar, 1980] . The non-linear discretized 364 governing equation was solved for the matric pressure using the multivariable Newton-
365
Raphson iteration technique [Kelley, 1995] , with a finite difference approximation of the For P 1 >P > P 2 both Campbell and the present model fit the experimental data well. However, 393 for P < P 2 only the proposed SWR follows the experimental data trend and values. The proposed water-retention curve is quite similar to other full-range SWR models in 
